NEW! PRODUCT MARY KAY TEST PANEL:
Timewise Repair® Revealing Radiance™ Facial Peel (Early fall debut, 2016)
NAME__________________________ YOUR CONSULTANT:___________________
Address _________________________ City/Prov________________ PC____________
Phone Number ____________________ Email Address ____________________________
Please note this product while our products are hypo-allergenic and non-comedogenic, it is
not tested on skin conditions like Rosacea and eczema. A comprehensive list of product
ingredients may be provided for you to review with your doctor.
1. Which of the following targeted areas of concern do you have (check all that apply):
+Exfoliating skin-dulling cells _________
+Enhancing skin’s own renewal process _________
+Rejuvenating the appearance of your skin _________
+Encouraging brightness in skin’s appearance _________
+Reducing fine lines and wrinkles _________
+Improving skin’s texture _________
+Improving and evening the skin tone _________
2. Rate the improvement of skin’s softness after using the Revealing Radiance peel:
No difference_____ 25% _____ 50%_____ WOW! _____
3. Rate the improvement of skin smoothness after using the Revealing Radiance Facial Peel:
No difference_____ 25% _____ 50%_____ WOW! _____
4. Rate the “ease of application” technique for using the product:
Easy to use_____ Somewhat easy to use ______ Not so easy _____
5. On a scale of 1 to 5 (5=excellent) rate your initial opinion of your first use:
1_____ 2_____ 3_____ 4_____ 5_____
6. On a scale of 1-5 (5 being excellent), rate your opinion on the $70 price-point of the inhome Revealing Radiance Facial Peel as compared to medical spa treatments ($95+/
treatment):
1_____ 2_____ 3_____ 4_____ 5_____
7. After experiencing the Revealing Radiance Facial Peel self-treatment, do you feel this
product will be of interest to your friends/family?
Yes _____ No _____
8. If you knew you could earn a portion or all of your products for free by sharing an
appointment similar to this with friends (up to 5), would you find it appealing to do so?
Yes, please talk to me_________ No thank you, not interested __________
Would prefer to personally refer my consultant to friends _______
9. After experiencing the demonstration of the Mary Kay Revealing Radiance product, would
you be interested in purchasing it for yourself?
Yes, please place order_________ No thank you, not interested __________

THANK YOU FOR YOUR FEEDBACK!

